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Lent is an invitation to enter into a story.
This story is the grand story God has been writing since the world began, a
story of love and loss and ultimately redemption. But more specifically, it is
a story of the events that happened during a small window of time in a
small corner of the world, with a carpenter named Jesus. There are many
ways this story can be told. Indeed, our own bible has four different
versions, telling it in four unique ways. That the bible contains this diversity
is the story of Jesus only adds to our understanding of the life and teachings
of Jesus.
In the same way, there are numerous ways one can read this story. One can
read this story as God doing something wondrous in the world, powerfully
coming down and enacting this story of salvation. One can read this as a
story of a humble carpenter, coming to terms with what he believes God is
calling him to do as a simple human being.
Lastly, there are various ways to hear and understand this story. For those
of us in America, whether we like it or not, how we read stories is formed by
our culture, how we were raised, our religious tradition, and numerous
other things that shape our worldview. These things are often subtle, and
we don’t even notice the lenses that we read stories through. If we are
middle class, we read stories through that lens. If we are LGBTQ, we read
through that lens. And many other lenses. In many cases, these lenses are
not good or bad, but rather helpful to know so we can understand our own
bias and perspective.
However, there are instances where the lens one reads a story through is
formed by oppression, marginalization, and trauma. People who have
experienced these things - or are part of a community that has experienced
these things - reads the world through these lenses.
It is important for all of us to understand these lenses when we read the
bible. The narrative of the bible constantly tells us that God has a unique
relationship with the poor and oppressed. There are many interpretations
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of what exactly this means, but one reason I think this theme is so prevalent
is that when you have experienced poverty or oppression, that experience
forms your understanding of God in a unique way. You see God in a way
that is vastly different than someone who has not experienced that. And if
we can believe the bible, these experiences in many ways give us a clearer
picture and understanding of God. This doesn’t mean these things are
good, but rather this acknowledges that experience suffering, oppression,
and marginalization gives one unique and powerful lens through which to
read the story of Jesus.
As someone who works among people who live outside, I often refer to
“street culture” or reference the streets as the location of those experiencing
homelessness. The lens that people have from living on the street gives
them an important perspective on our world. One of the most important
things I have learned is that too often, we try to serve people living outside
without listening to them or gleaning from their wisdom.
This Lent, I invite us on a journey on learning to read the bible from a
different perspective. From the perspective of those on the margins. While
we can never fully know how to see the world as they do, there are some
ways that we can learn to better recognize our lenses and read the bible
from someone else's perspective.
As we begin this journey, I invite you to a few simple practices. First, I
invite you to practice curious. Curiosity is a vital part of learning to read a
story from a different perspective. Second, I invite you to practice honesty.
Part of this journey is being honest about how we have been formed by our
culture, in both good and more harmful ways. Lastly, I invite you to
practice exploration. A spirit of exploration - of seeing news things, and
seeing familiar things in new ways - is vital to learning to understand a
story in a new way. May we all learn to sew things anew as we journey
through the season of Lent.
- Luke
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Using This Guide
This booklet will serve as a guide on your Lenten journey. It is broken
down into weeks, with week one leading up to the first Sunday of Lent,
right up to Holy Week. Each week will have a loose theme on this idea
of listening to people on the margins, and learning to read the bible
“from below,” or rather, listen to those whose voices often don’t make
it into our regular biblical commentaries.
There will also be unique instructions leading up to certain worship
services, like Ash Wednesday, that will be covered on their own page.
We will be meditating on the lectionary bible texts each week for the
following Sunday. Engaging each of these texts will be a diversity of
voices and perspectives that can help us see them through new eyes.
Unlike last year, we will not have daily items, but rather we invite you
to meditate on the weekly readings and questions.
Let this be an adventure, if you will. Be curious. Ask yourself
questions. Feel where you find yourself disagreeing, and ask why.
Some of the things we will be engaging during this journey discuss
difficult things in our world. But as followers of Jesus in 2021, it is
vital that we ask what the journey of Lent means to our world, and
how we can understand this journey in light of all that our world is
facing right now.
Godspeed, and may God surprise you in new and exciting ways on this
journey.
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Lent 2021 Service Dates and Times
Ash Wednesday - February 17th:  5 pm
First Sunday of Lent - February 21st: 10 am
Second Sunday of Lent - February 28th: 10 am
Third Sunday of Lent - March 7th: 10 am
Fourth Sunday of Lent - March 14th: 10 am
Fifth Sunday of Lent - March 21st: 10 am
Palm Sunday - March 28th: 10 am
Good Friday - April 2nd: 5 pm
Easter Sunday - April 4th: 10 am
Links to the Zoom gatherings and worship bulletins will be sent
out ahead of the worship services via email and mail. We will also
share a PDF of the service at the beginning of the Zoom gathering.
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Ash Wednesday - February 17th, 2021
Ash Wednesday marks the beginning of Lent, where we remind
ourselves that we were created out of earth, and to earth we will
return. As dark as this sounds, I think it is a hopeful reminder that we
are human. That we are connected to all the earth.
This first week of Lent, we are going to be engaging the idea of
decolonization, particularly when it comes to our Native American
neighbors. In preparation for Ash Wednesday, I invite you into this
small ritual below. You can do it with others, or on your own.
Instead of Ash, I am inviting us to gather soil from wherever we live.
The ground on which we dwell is sacred, and indeed, live giving. It is
not only where we came from, but it is what sustains life today. In our
Western world, it is easy to be disconnected from the earth. But our
Native American neighbors have long seen how vital it is to be
connected to the earth.
As we prepare to enter Lent and worship for Ash Wednesday, let us
also remember that the original inhabitants of this land are still here.
The Duwamish people still live in Seattle. And as people of God, we
should be at the forefront of standing with them against the
oppression that they still face today.
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The Gathering of the Ashes
A ritual to prepare for Ash Wednesday
As we prepare for Ash Wednesday, let us find a place in our yard, or near
where we live, that has clean dirt to use. Feel free to substitute something
else - even ash! - if clean dirt is not available. Second, please learn about
whose land you are on, if you don’t already know. You can find out in the
earlier link. Lastly, you will also need the oil, and the small jar, from your
Lent boxes.
Prayer
Lord, acknowledge that this land on which we dwell does not have a good
history for everyone. Many people who lived and worked and raised
families on this land were driven off of it, or even killed, so that people who
did not come from here could claim the land and their own. We hold the
grief that this carries today. We ask, Lord, that you show us how we can
continue to stand in solidarity today
*Gather a small amount of dirt, and mix in the fir oil. Do so
slowly, feeling the dirt on your hands, seeing that in soil there is
life*
Acknowledgment of the Territory
Here we congregate on (include here an acknowledgement of the
Indigenous territory your worship service is being held on). Where we now
gather, generations gathered long before Europeans landed on these
shores. The original inhabitants of this land, known to some Indigenous
peoples as Turtle Island, took seriously the Creator’s call to be stewards of
air, land, water, and creature. This morning we pray our thanks for their
conservancy; we exist in this place because of the lessons they continue to
teach. Let us come before the Creating One as we offer our prayers, hear
this holy story, and sing sacred songs.
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First Week of Lent
This first week of Lent, we are going to begin our journey listening to
our Native American neighbors. The colonization of American caused
such harm and suffering in their communities, and for those of us who
still live on and benefit from this land, it is vital that we learn to read
the bible through the lens of decolonization.
Each week, there will be a set of scriptures, a set of reflections from
various perspectives on those texts, and some questions.
Scriptures for Week One
Genesis 9:8-17

1 Peter 3:18-22

Mark 1:9-15

Listening to our Siblings
Post-Colonial Thoughts:
Dr. Christina Conroy, on Noah’s Covenant, written from the perspective of a tree
from Unsettling the Word: Biblical Experiments in Decolonization (I highly
recommend purchasing and reading all of this book)

“Goodness turns again.
God’s rains sink deep into the earth. I extend one branch to the sky
for the dove to find rest. I extend one branch for the Lord to see.
We must start again, says the Lord. My promise was not enough,
says the Lord. They will be wicked again, but harm will not answer
harm. I will never curse ground nor destroy every living creature
again. You are tall and old. And you will show them. You will look on
the weak among them. You will look on the strong. You will see and
love.
(Genesis 9:8-11)
Above us and around us - the survivors, the community of creation appear the colors that make the light, the fragrances that delight the
heart, the rhythms that heal the earth. The colors are around us,
enfolding us, holding us all together. This is the sign that Goodness
turns from destruction, says the Lord. This is the sign that teaches
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you to say, “never again.” This is the sign of the covenant between
goodness and every living creature for all future generations, says the
Lord.
I can feel the water.
My roots run deep and strong.
I do not need the humans to survive.
But they too are created good.
They come to me for air and shade.
I extend my branches to the sky,
Higher than all other trees,
That I may honor their wounds.”
Rev Katy Lloyd:
I wonder if Wendell Berry had Mark 1:12-14 in mind when he wrote
"The Peace of Wild Things"? It might seem like an odd juxtaposition.
We usually think of Jesus' time in the wilderness as a time of
trial--and indeed it was, being tempted for 40 days by Satan, so the
story goes.
But it also tells us, "He was with the wild animals, and angels
attended him."
Maybe it was their companionship and care that gave him peace,
much like Berry found amidst the wood drake (a type of duck), the
still water, and "the day-blind stars." Maybe it was Jesus' time in the
wilderness that gave him the courage to follow John, and proclaim,
"The Kin-dom of God has come near!"
Have you ever felt "the peace of wild things"? How might that peace
prepare you for the journey of Lent this year?
Here is a recording of Berry, reading his poem:
https://onbeing.org/poetry/the-peace-of-wild-things/
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Second Week of Lent
Scriptures
Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16

Romans 4:13-25

Mark 9:2-9

Listening to our Siblings
Climate Crisis Thoughts
Mark 9:2-9 Jennifer M Phillips Preaching Creation Through the Church
Year:
Mountain, light, and cloud are the landscape where the transcendent
and the immanent intersect in this text. What do each of these
elements signify? How do they relate to our experience of God?
Landscape designer and author Julie Meservey suggests that from
an early age human beings tend to claim one of seven landscape
forms as particularly holy: island, sea, mountains, cave, sky, sky,
harbor, or promontory. Each of them evokes powerful memories from
early life. Each of them says something about how we may
experience God most powerfully: as within us, as boundlessness, as
a refuge, as an invitation, as a place of homing and departure, as
transcendent, as native element, as a launching place to the
unknown, or as a familiar womb.
How do mountain, light, and cloud in this passage connect you to the
earth and to God? How does your experience of each form your
experience of God? How does your experience of God form your
experience of mountain, light, and cloud?
African American Perspective: Romans 4:13-25 - Thomas L Hoyt Jr, in
True to Our Native Land: An African American New Testament
Commentary:
God manifests righteousness by blessing. The word “bless” means to
share one’s power, one’s strength, one’s life with another, to be with
the other. God blesses Abraham by “accompanying” him with divine
power, enabling Abraham to live and find his pilgrim way, filled with
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the promise of God. We too say “Bless you,” to one another. It is an
instinctive way of affirming our solidarity with the other.
Liberation Thoughts: Oscar Romero, on Transfiguration 3/2/1980
“The theology of transfiguration is saying that the road of redemption
passes through the cross and through Calvary, but that the goal of
Christians is beyond history. Not to alienate oneself from history but
rather to give more meaning to history, a definitive meaning. From the
day of Christ’s resurrection there remained burning in the same
history of time, a torch of eternity.”
Kay Baldwin: Seeing The Christ Through God’s Eyes

(The Transfiguration of Jesus icon print by Father John Giulian)
A depiction of Jesus’ encounter with Moses and Elijah on Mt. Tabor.
All three figures are imaged as Lakota. Moses, wrapped in buffalo
hide, wears a Chief's feathered headdress and carries an eagle wing
as a sign of authority. Elijah the prophet carries the peace pipe.
Jesus, transfigured as the Anointed One, wears a white Hudson
blanket and is encircled by the emanation of celestial light.
Traditional iconography gives witness to the human face of the
Sacred. This icon, imaged in the features of America’s indigenous
peoples, reveals anew that sacred power. It celebrates the soul of the
Native American as the original spiritual presence on this continent,
and as a prophetic sign, it celebrates the vision of Native and
Christian peoples of this land.
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(JESUS MAFA. Transfiguration, from Art in the Christian Tradition A
project of the Vanderbilt Divinity Library)
JESUS MAFA is a response to the New Testament readings from the
Lectionary by a Christian community in Cameroon, Africa in 1973.
Each of the readings was selected and adapted to dramatic
interpretation by the community members. Photographs of their
interpretations were made, and these were then transcribed to
paintings.
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Third Week of Lent
Scriptures
Exodus 20:1-17

1 Corinthians 1:18-25

John 2:13-22

Listening to our Siblings
Climate Crisis Thoughts - Exodus 21:1-17 Jennifer M Phillips Preaching
Creation Through the Church Year:
The Hebrew word for justice, mishpat, is derived from mishpacha
(family or clan), and appears hundreds of times in Hebrew scripture.
It is not an abstract idea, but a right ordering of relationships between
people, and between God and humanity. What do the
commandments say about complex relationships between humans
and animals and the whole structure of creation? How might we best
honor their intent today? What does it mean to treat the earth justly?
…
1 Corinthians 1:18-31
Quantum theory...changed the understanding of [nothing. Energy
contains little packets or quanta.] Even “nothingness” is dense with
mystery; the more we learn, the more we are called into reverent
humility and thankfulness for God’s ingenuity, for God’s loving design.
How in your experience has something tiny and insignificant turned
out to be full of revelation, mystery, and importance?
…
John 2:13-22
This text attempts to draw a line between the sacred and the profane,
the clean and the unclean...If the division between sacred and
profane is not the division between material and spiritual, then what is
profanation and what is hallowing, and how do we engage in each
activity?
Father John Dear on John 2:13-22:
Many of Jesus’ actions were illegal. He frequently committed civil
disobedience. That’s why I’ve begun to think of him as a one-man
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crime wave walking through the Roman Empire, beginning the
process of disarmament wherever he went.
Liberation Theology Thoughts - Tian An Wong “Why We Need a
Theology of Protest” Sojourners, June 29, 2019:
Jesus’ cleansing of the temple has much to teach us. In the Gospel of
John’s account, Jesus made a whip of cords and drove out the
merchants and moneychangers inside the Temple in Jerusalem while
overturning tables and chairs.
A theology of protest leads us straight to theologies of liberation:
theologies that are produced from the consciousness of those
marching and bleeding on the streets, rendered invisible in slums,
favelas, and ghettos. The agitation of protest is properly understood
not as simply calls for democratic choice or economic equality, but
rather the freedom from oppressive forces of any kind.
James Cone taught us that the Cross of Christ can only be
understood in view of the lynching tree. Rather than the Cross that
evangelicals wish to elevate, perhaps it is the Whip of Jesus that
must inform our praxis. The slave bibles from the 1800s, which
omitted passages that could have incited rebellion, come to mind.
Maybe what is required of us is a holy insurrection, a willingness to
go beyond hashtag activism, putting our own bodies and jobs on the
line.
Body Zeal by Karoline Lewis:
So, why Jesus’ body here and now? “He was speaking of the temple
of his body.” And then no body talk until we get to the crucifixion and
resurrection. Jesus’ body, the mention of body, brackets his entire
ministry. Or, to quote the text at hand, “After he was raised from the
dead, his disciples remembered that he had said this; and they
believed the scripture and the word that Jesus had spoken.”
Lest we ever forget that the Word became flesh, Jesus’ body, is the
temple and then there will be a body on a cross and a body missing
from a tomb.
So, it is the right time:
Because a woman at a well, whose body was rejected for the barren
body it was, experiences the truth of neither on this mountain nor in
Jerusalem. Because a man ill for 38 years, his entire life to be exact,
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whose body has only known life on the ground, is now able to
imagine his ascended life. Because a man born blind, is then able to
see, and to see himself as a sheep of Jesus’ own fold. Because
Lazarus, whose body was dead and starting to decay, found himself
reclining on Jesus, eating and drinking, and with his sisters, sharing a
meal once again.
It is the right time/ Because bodies in our midst continue to be
shunned for the gender they should not be. Because bodies in our
midst continue to be dismissed for the color they should not be.
Because bodies in our midst continue to be overlooked for that which
does not conform to what bodies should look like and be able to do.
Because bodies in our midst continue to be assaulted and abused,
battering justified by twisted and terrifying biblical interpretation meant
only to oppress and suppress. Because bodies in our midst continue
to be massacred, because other bodies are deemed rights and
privileges foreign to the reign of God.
The temple incident is just the right time. Just the right place.
Because without it Lent is metaphorical at best and disembodied at
worst. Just the right time, because without it, our ministry is
metaphorical at best and disembodied at worst. Just the right time
because what we decide to do with Jesus’ body matters for our life
together
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Week Four of Lent
Scriptures
Numbers 21:4-9

Ephesians 2:1-10

John 3:14-21

Listening to our Siblings
Climate Crisis Thoughts: Ephesians 4:10. Jennifer M Phillips Preaching
Creation Through the Church Year:
We are God’s workmanship. As we are made, so we are also
makers, after God’s image. What things are good and godly for us to
make? And what are not? Scientists now breed laboratory animals so
that they develop tumors for treatment research. Livestock are bred
and raised so that they can hardly move for maximum profitability and
slaughter...How does the Christian community weigh difficult and
moral choices affecting the creatures around us? How do we decide
what we could make but should not make? How do we repent from
our choices when history shows them to have been disastrous?
Liberation Thoughts - Randy Woodley on John 3 from Shalom and the
Community of Creation:
Jesus is trying to help the Pharisees and scribes, the so called
experts in the Torah, to see the bigger picture. The new kingdom he
brings is not really so new, since Shalom was God’s plan from the
beginning. What is new is the way of seeing things. It was God’s plan
from the beginning to teach the children of Abraham, and all peoples
everywhere, to live out life on this planet in shalom, or the Harmony
Way. In John 3:17, Jesus says “Indeed, God did not send the Son
into the world to condemn the world, but in order that the world might
be saved through him.” What is this salvation? True salvation is
shalom salvation...Shalom living is for today.
Liberation Thoughts - Mary MacLeod Bethune, educator and activist, on
how John 3:16 spurred her passion as an educator and activist:
[My teacher] had a box of Bibles and texts, and [she said] she gave
me one of each for my very own. That same day the teacher opened
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the Bible to John 3:16, and read: ‘For God so loved the world, that He
gave His only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him should
not perish, but have everlasting life.’ With these words the scales fell
from my eyes [she says] and the light came flooding in. My sense of
inferiority, my fear of handicaps, dropped away. ‘Whosoever’ it said.
No Jew nor Gentile, no Catholic nor Protestant, no black nor white;
just ‘whosoever.’ It meant that I, a humble Negro girl, had just as
much chance as anybody in the sight and love of God. These words
stored up a battery of faith and confidence and determination in my
heart, which has not failed me to this day.
Sarah Heinrich on Numbers 21 and John 3:
The passage begins with a play on the word “lift up.” It describes
God’s command to Moses to lift up the serpent in the wilderness and
the lifting up that is in store for Jesus. The passage makes little sense
without the background story from Numbers 21:4-9. In that narrative,
the people became “impatient” on their way. Still in the wilderness
after their departure from Egypt, and despairing of being able to
survive in a land with no food and water, they complained against
God and Moses. Consequently, terrible serpents appeared, bit the
people, and killed them. When they repented, the Lord told Moses to
make a serpent and set it on a pole so that anyone who had been
bitten might look at it and live. The serpent was a mark of God’s
anger and God’s mercy. God’s people might be saved by the God of
life, if only they would look upon the image of that which would have
brought about their death. To see the Son of Man lifted up calls for
“belief” for the sake of eternal life, not simply a restoration of earthly
life. God once saved the people by calling upon them to gaze on the
serpent. Now, God would save the people by having them gaze in
belief upon the Son, lifted up.
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Week Five of Lent
Scriptures
Jeremiah 31:31-34

Hebrews 5:5-10

John 12:20-30

Listening to our Siblings
Climate Crisis Thoughts on Jeremiah 31:31-34:
Jennifer M Phillips Preaching Creation Through the Church Year
A prophecy of the new covenant to be written on the hearts of the
people. Christian scripture speaks at length of the way that the new
covenant in Christ does not demolish the previous covenant
relationship of God with the people, but fulfills it. So the covenants of
Abraham and Noah that required a just ordering of people’s lives and
actions are not obliterated by the new freedom; rather justice is to be
taken even more deeply into our hearts, along with righteousness and
compassion as we inwardly “know God.” Of old, God led the people
across a new frontier into a land of promise. Now we find ourselves
on a planet with few frontiers left…
[Note from Rebecca: We need to pause here and acknowledge the
colonialism in this interpretation. Even if it is helpful in general.
Israel’s promised land was already inhabited by others. There have
almost never been frontiers on this planet. What we have called the
frontier was land occupied by people God gave to the land while,
primarily Christians, used and abused Christian faith to expel them
from their land or commit genocide. We cannot gloss over this aspect
of the story, which I feel Phillips doing here.]
...and instead of expansion, conquest, and outward movement, our
sense of call is to be careful stewards of our settled lands…
[Again, s
 ettled is a colonialistic word. Pay attention to these things
even as we glean what we can from the insight around it. We can be
careful stewards even as we seek to be anti-racist and post colonial.]
...to cherish the resources we enjoy; to deepen wisdom and maturity;
and to live peaceably among competing neighboring nations [and
among the indigenous people given to this land, listening to their
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wisdom, empowering t hem to d
 ecisively set the direction for our
relationship with the parcels of earth God gave them to.]
Liberation Thoughts - Allen Dwight Callahan on John 12 in T
 rue to Our
Native Land: An African American New Testament Commentary:
The Gospel of John presents Jesus’ popularity as a political problem:
it highlights the political logic of Jesus’ arrest as a genuine oracle in
the mouth of the high priests. The ‘death he was to die’ is a
consequence of Jesus’ exaltation. It is only after having arrived in
Jerusalem to acclaim that Jesus speaks of his death in a thinly veiled
metaphor: a grain of wheat must fall into the ground and die to bring
forth a harvest. “I am going to die for the people, said Fred Hampton,
the brilliant Black Panther Party leader who was assassinated by
Chicago police in 1969, “because I’m going to live for the people.”
Because Jesus lives for the people. Jesus must now die for them.
Marsha Wilson:
There’s something about a tree when its leaves have all fallen
off. When all its adornment is stripped away and you see its
form, the structure that is its true self. How solid its trunk. Its
many branches twisted, gnarly, broken like arms lifting up to
heaven. This is what I imagine Jesus felt inside as he spoke the
words: “And now my soul is troubled. And what should I
say—Father, save me from this hour? No, it is for this reason that I
have come to this hour.”
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Holy Week
This is a collection of suggestions for ways to engage over Holy Week.
Please use what Spirit calls you to, and let go of any invitations that are not
for you.

Monday: Ecological Stations of the cross:
https://earthministry.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Enviro-Stationsof-Cross-Green-Church.pdf
Tuesday: LGBT+ Stations of the Cross from Believe Outloud:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/believeoutloud/sets/721576328731578
87/
Wednesday: Seven Last Words of the Unarmed: tinyurl.com/24e3mnh9

Maundy Thursday Liturgy / By Sanctified Arts
Beginning:
Siblings, I invite you to wiggle your toes. Gently roll your ankles, and
let the tension go, and if you do have dust on your feet, shake it off,
for here you are clean.
And now, siblings, I invite you to flex your legs. I invite you to touch
your knee cap, wiggle, and stretch. Recollect any times you stood on
holy ground, or moments when you stood for one who needed you
around.
Now, siblings, I invite you to open your hands. Stretch your fingers
wide and close them again. Notice that there are no holes in your
palms, and remember that, ultimately, love has won.
And now, siblings, take a deep breath. For we are in sacred
space—here we are kept. You belong to me, and I belong to you. So
let us prepare our hearts for remembrance and truth.
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God, we lay you down, and you rise again. We pack you up, but you
don’t stay within. We walk away, and you trail our heels. We lock up
our hearts, try to force you to steal.
We put you in our pockets, but you radiate peace. We bury our
hearts, but you continue to beat. We hold our breath, but you make
us breathe. We try to sleep, but you find our dreams. We deny your
name, and still you’re there. We paid them in silver, and still you care.
We turn our backs, but you don’t go anywhere. We throw stones,
and you whisper a prayer.
God, we have pushed you out in every way, again and again,
countless times per day. And you still say our names like lines from a
love song, refusing to deny that we belong. So forgive us, we pray,
because tomorrow will be the same. We will lay you down, and you
will rise again. We will pack you up; please don’t stay within. Amen.

Water
Read: John 13:1-11
Now before the festival of the Passover, Jesus knew that his hour had
come to depart from this world and go to the Father. Having loved his
own who were in the world, he loved them to the end. The devil had
already put it into the heart of Judas son of Simon Iscariot to betray
him. And during supper Jesus, knowing that the Father had given all
things into his hands, and that he had come from God and was going
to God, got up from the table, took off his outer robe, and tied a towel
around himself. Then he poured water into a basin and began to wash
the disciples’ feet and to wipe them with the towel that was tied around
him. He came to Simon Peter, who said to him, “Lord, are you going to
wash my feet?” Jesus answered, “You do not know now what I am
doing, but later you will understand.” Peter said to him, “You will never
wash my feet.” Jesus answered, “Unless I wash you, you have no
share with me.” Simon Peter said to him, “Lord, not my feet only but
also my hands and my head!” Jesus said to him, “One who has
bathed does not need to wash, except for the feet, but is entirely
clean. And you are clean, though not all of you.” For he knew who was
to betray him; for this reason he said, “Not all of you are clean.”
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Water: By Sarah Are
When I was seven years old, my mom taught me to float. She said,
“Close your eyes, take a breath, I promise you won’t choke.” She said,
“The water knows you and water won’t let go. It will hold you up, for
water is like hope.”
I should have known that the final night, when Jesus had his disciples by
his side, would start with water, because that’s where it began. The river
runs through—we’re just wading in.
When I hear the words, “He poured water into a basin,” I imagine the
dimly-lit space he was in.
But I also see the woman at the well, and the water we need to drink for
our health. And my mom wading—wading into the deep, holding onto
me—helping me breathe. For it all started with water, way back in the
beginning; the deepest and darkest water—life-giving. Water of the
womb, water of the deep; either way it broke, and life was set free.
The Israelites grew up and so did I, and we walked through water,
though of a different kind. For mine was in play—theirs in escape—but
the molecules will still remember both days. And then there was Jesus,
baptized by John with cold river water and the midday sun. And the
wedding at Cana, where water turned to wine, and a wild storm calmed
from steps in a line. And there was my mother who danced in the rain,
and the spring a thunderstorm took everything. The first time I sank, the
first time I cried, and babies baptized in hospitals each night.
So as water slowly filled the basin, I wonder, did Jesus remember those
spaces—those spaces where water had breathed new life, and the
spaces where water took with might? I wonder if he thought of my
baptism day, and of the water in Flint, and of hurricanes. I wonder if he
could see the joy of summer rains, and how winter snow heals our
busiest days. I wonder if he thought of it in cosmic proportions— water,
this source of life and force; water, the source that holds new birth;
water, the deep, the dark, the first. Maybe he did, or maybe he didn’t.
He saw a chance to love, so love, he gave it, lifting us up as if we were
equals— us a bunch of broken and hurting people.
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But in using water, the simplest of things, he wove together a memory
chain—
of creation, and freedom, and baptism days—for our minds to walk
through, to dance in, to know; for our souls to swim through, to cherish,
to float.
I should have known he would call them by name. I should have known I
would never be the same. I should have known that the final night, when
Jesus had his disciples by his side, would start with water, because
that’s where it began.
The river runs through—I want to wade in.

Bread
Read: Matthew 26:17-30
On the first day of Unleavened Bread the disciples came to Jesus,
saying, “Where do you want us to make the preparations for you to
eat the Passover?” He said, “Go into the city to a certain man, and
say to him, ‘The Teacher says, My time is near; I will keep the
Passover at your house with my disciples.’” So the disciples did as
Jesus had directed them, and they prepared the Passover meal.
When it was evening, he took his place with the twelve; and while
they were eating, he said, “Truly I tell you, one of you will betray me.”
And they became greatly distressed and began to say to him one
after another, “Surely not I, Lord?” He answered, “The one who has
dipped his hand into the bowl with me will betray me. The Son of Man
goes as it is written of him, but woe to that one by whom the Son of
Man is betrayed! It would have been better for that one not to have
been born.” Judas, who betrayed him, said, “Surely not I, Rabbi?” He
replied, “You have said so.”
While they were eating, Jesus took a loaf of bread, and after blessing
it he broke it, gave it to the disciples, and said, “Take, eat; this is my
body.” Then he took a cup, and after giving thanks he gave it to them,
saying, “Drink from it, all of you; for this is my blood of the covenant,
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which is poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins. I tell you, I
will never again drink of this fruit of the vine until that day when I drink
it new with you in my Father’s kingdom.”
When they had sung the hymn, they went out to the Mount of Olives.

Bread by Sarah Are:
Jesus returned to the table, that simple common space, moving from
water and undeserved grace to bread that nourishes and sustains our
place—two simple elements, no time to waste.
I should have known there would be water, but of course there would
be bread.
From the start of creation, God has tried to keep us fed— fed on
bread and roses and love we don’t notice. I should have known there
would be water, but of course there would be bread. I should have
known there would be space at the table for grace—space for nerves,
and questions, and absent confessions; space for me and Elijah and
Judas, without question.
I should have known there would be space, but of course there would
be bread—
for it started with manna, and all must be fed. “This is my body,
broken for you. For you, five thousand; for you, Israelite nation; for
you, child of the covenant; Judas and Peter,
this is my body broken for you.”
That simple phrase, paired with the food of the day, makes me
human again—nourishes weak spots within. It lifts me up and draws
me back in—breathing life into bones that were weary and thin. For
it’s easy to be so hungry for God that God must appear in the shape
of a meal, countering frailty, allowing me to heal.
So maybe that’s why I come back to this space, because I know God
will be here, offering grace. And I need that bread in order to feel—in
order to see the kingdom revealed.
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I should have known there would be water, but of course there would
be bread—
For I am hungry, and all must be fed.
Respond: Communion
On this sacred night we remember that meal Jesus shared with his
friends.
On this sacred night, we as God’s Spirit to somehow become present
with us in a simple meal, shared, again between friends - faithful and
faltering.
On this sacred night, we come to the table.
We are hungry and must be fed.
While they were eating, Jesus took a loaf of bread, and after blessing
it he broke it, gave it to the disciples, and said, “Take, eat; this is my
body.” Then he took a cup, and after giving thanks he gave it to them,
saying, “Drink from it, all of you; for this is my blood of the covenant,
which is poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins.
The bread of heaven, take and eat.
The cup of heaven, take and drink.

Silver
Read: John 13:21-30
After saying this Jesus was troubled in spirit, and declared, “Very
truly, I tell you, one of you will betray me.” The disciples looked at one
another, uncertain of whom he was speaking. One of his
disciples—the one whom Jesus loved—was reclining next to him;
Simon Peter therefore motioned to him to ask Jesus of whom he was
speaking. So while reclining next to Jesus, he asked him, “Lord, who
is it?” Jesus answered, “It is the one to whom I give this piece of
bread when I have dipped it in the dish.” So when he had dipped the
piece of bread, he gave it to Judas son of Simon Iscariot. After he
received the piece of bread, Satan entered into him. Jesus said to
him, “Do quickly what you are going to do.” Now no one at the table
knew why he said this to him. Some thought that, because Judas had
the common purse, Jesus was telling him, “Buy what we need for the
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festival”; or, that he should give something to the poor. So, after
receiving the piece of bread, he immediately went out. And it was
night.
Silver by Sarah Are:
We wear silver pieces almost every day, earrings and watches—a
sign of artistry;
soft metal that gets infused with memory, polished and tarnished as
we live and breathe. We carry silver pieces each and every day in
jackets and purses as loose pocket change; tiny discs of metal with
the faces of white men— Washington or Caesar, you decide when.
But it’s hard to believe that this one simple metal— the same thing we
use for dining utensils—was also the reward that paid for Jesus’ life:
thirty pieces of silver, handed over at night.
Thirty pieces of silver—that’s all it took. Blood money paid to say
Jesus was a crook. Blood money to say, “He doesn’t matter to me.”
Blood money for the man who’d just washed them clean.
It’s hard to believe that in just one night Judas could go from washed
and cleaned, forgiven and known, loved and seen, to then turn
around so easily for a small cash payment ending in brutality. And
while I wish this story was far from my chest, I’m afraid I deal silver
along with the best.
One piece for the homeless I choose not to see. One piece for the
gossip and loud mockery. One piece for using “other” instead of
friend. One piece for building walls, out and within. One piece for
greed that I hold so tightly. One piece for thinking it’s all about me.
One piece for believing dichotomies. One piece for refusing to see
beyond me. Thirty pieces of silver, that’s all it took— blood money
paid to say Jesus was a crook.
It makes me sick, because I know the truth: love will exist for me, no
matter what I do. For I am like Judas—I carry silver.
But Jesus is like water, making me cleaner.
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Good Friday: Seven Last Words of the Unarmed
Please visit: https://sevenlastwords.org to learn more about each of these
unarmed siblings of Jesus’

Sing: Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
Oh! Sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble.
Were you there when they crucified my Lord?

Jesus

Behold

Our Brother

1

Father, forgive them, for they
know not what they do.”
Luke 23:34

“Why do you have your guns out?”
Kenneth Chamberlain

2

“Verily, I say to you today, you
will be with me in paradise.”
Luke 23:43

“What are you following me for?”
Trayvon Martin

3

“Woman, behold thy son.(to
disciple) Behold thy mother”.
John 19:26–27

“Mom,
I’m going to college.”
Amadou Diallo

4

“My God, My God, why have
you forsaken me?”
Matthew 27:46
and Mark 15:34

“I don’t have a gun.
Stop shooting.”
Michael Brown

5

“I thirst.”
John 19:28

“You shot me.
You shot me.”
Oscar Grant

6

“It is finished.”
John 19:30

“It’s not real.”
John Crawford

7

“Loving Parent, into thy hands I
commit my spirit.” Luke 23:46

“I can’t breathe.”
Eric Garner

